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I re-discovered myself and learned to live alone. I found a life-goal, loved myself and found a wonderful girl.
And after all that, I still broke down hearing a silly, cheesy song? A Powerful Belief My problem was that in
my head there was this mathematical equation I had set up so long ago. It was simple but effective and still
held power over me. It looked like this: It was there from the beginning without me even realizing it. Lurking,
waiting to come out in the open. Never underestimate the power of a single belief. Now that I knew what went
wrong, what held me back all this time, I could approach that problem directly. I did that in two ways.
Affirmations are the best way to change false beliefs, break-up recovery essentially boils down to one thing
â€” changing a set of dominant beliefs. So I came up with this one: The invisible blockade that was lingering
in my newly formed relationship was removed so it started to thrive, and an overall well-being flooded my
soul. One last thing to do. Three weeks after that road-trip-incident, I received a strange letter. It was an
invitation to a wedding. I knew that she had a new boyfriend, but she was getting married? So I decided to go.
But I can tell you, to say I was anxious about it is an understatement. But I realized how important this could
be for me. The day of the wedding celebration approached and in my mind, I was there a thousand times
already. I knew what I planned to do. I would react as if nothing ever happened, putting on a big smile, but I
still had that lingering fear of suffering a meltdown like what had occurred on that road. Luckily it turned out
differently. Like I was looking at a complete stranger. She seemed to be more afraid of it than I was because
she completely avoided eye-contact at all costs. At that time, I was in great shape, in fact, the best shape of my
life. I was confident, cocky, well dressed. In short â€” I was a catch. But then it shifted. Suddenly I started to
care less and less about what she was thinking of me. I was just in the now, enjoying the moment. It was as if I
suddenly got a good portion of power back that I was missing for so long. Slowly I started to feel free again.
So I went up to them, and everybody was staring at me wondering what I would do, most of the guests knew
my former relationship to the bride. I stood in front of them in that super cool black suit I wore, and I heartily
congratulated them both on their wedding. I wished them all the best for their forthcoming life together and
went back to my table. Full of confidence, pride, and power. I never felt better in my life than I did that day. I
had people coming up to me congratulating me for what I did and for the way I did it. It was a complete
victory. It was the day I finally let go of my Ex and started a new life. The implications could be disastrous. At
the beginning of your break-up recovery journey, it is advisable to decline invitations like the one I got
respectfully. Do it at the beginning, and you will crash and burn. Instead, do it when you: It took me a while to
figure out how you can speed up the recovery process substantially. For me, it was exactly the right time for
what I needed to do. So what is letting go? It is the final step you need to take before you can say that you are
over your Ex, and you are ready to start a new relationship. But what if your Ex is not available for
confrontation? Then we must take hold of different measures. You do this for one hour by going through your
pictures, videos, and stored memories. The most important thing here is to dig deep really and to allow
yourself to get into it completely. Get emotional, cry if you have to. Continue despite the pain you feel, and do
this until you feel numb. This means it worked. Otherwise, it will throw you miles back. They cannot believe
that after that much time, they still suffer: I worry that I cannot move on fully. The reason for this is, in most
cases, an unrealistic over-idealization of the Ex. Consciously letting go means saying goodbye to that limiting
belief that only your Ex means happiness and no one else. I did that back then and it almost instantly improved
my life, my relationship, and my view of life. I am sure you can too. Your friend, Eddie Corbano.
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A few easy steps that make Giving Up never an option. Weaving amusing anecdotes and poignant stories from his
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I quit to keep you from lettin me go You say its over, but Im sayin no! I quit! I quit! I quit! But I aint givin you up You got
that somethin that I cant get enough of.
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